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Energy dependence of fusion evaporation-residue cross sections in the Si+ Si reaction
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Velocity distributions of mass-identified evaporation residues produced in the "Si+' Si reaction
have been measured at bombarding energies of 174, 215, 240, 309, 397, and 452 MeV using time-of-

flight techniques. These distributions were used to identify evaporation residues and to separate the
complete-fusion and incomplete-fusion components. Angular distributions and total cross sections
were extracted at all six bombarding energies. The complete-fusion evaporation-residue cross sec-
tions and the deduced critical angular momenta are compared with lower energy data and the pre-
dictions of existing models.

I. INTRODUCTION

The large kinetic energies and angular moments that
heavy ions bring into a reaction allow nuclei to be studied
under extreme conditions of excitation energy and defor-
mation. An experimental determination of the fusion
cross section behavior and an understanding of the limit-
ing processes at high energy can provide information on
the effects of angular momentum and excitation energy
on the stability of the compound nucleus and the rela-
tionship between the cross section for fusion and other
reaction channels. Progress in obtaining this understand-
ing has been hampered, however, by the presence of
incomplete-fusion (ICF) processes, whose cross sections
become significant at bombarding energies above 10
MeV/nucleon. ' The evaporation residues (ER's) from
ICF are diScult to distinguish experimentally from those
arising from complete fusion (CF}. Also, at high energies
the ER yields must be distinguished from the products of
binary reactions that can populate some of the same mass
groups.

In this paper the results of fusion ER cross section
measurements for Si+ Si at bombarding energies of
174, 215, 240, 309, 397, and 452 MeV are presented. The

motivation for this study was to further investigate two
recent observations. The first is that the ICF process ap-
pears to depend on the mass asymmetry in the entrance
channel. The second is that a comparison of the
complete-fusion evaporation-residue (CFER} cross sec-
tions for different systems forming the Ni compound
nucleus at high excitation energy show that the cross sec-
tions for the symmetric entrance-channel reactions are
larger than expected.

The experimental procedure is described in Sec. II. In
Sec. III the data analysis is discussed and the experimen-
tal results are presented. The results are discussed in the
context of previous measurements and existing models in
Sec. IV and a summary is presented in Sec. V.

II. EXPKRIMENTAI. PROCEDURE

The experiments were performed using pulsed Si
beams obtained from the Argonne National Laboratory
ATLAS facility. In the measurements at bombarding en-
ergies of 174, 215, and 240 MeV the beams were incident
on a self-supporting (125 pg/cm ), isotopically enriched
(99.9%%uo}, Si target mounted at the entrance of a 165 cm
scattering chamber. A time-of-flight (TOF} telescope was
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mounted on a variable length arm, pivoted at the target
so as to provide a flight path longer than 100 cm at all
angles studied. The telescope consisted of three detec-
tors: a gridless, carbon foil (20 pg/cm ) microchannel
plate (MCP) detector 31 cm from the target, a second
MCP detector near the end of the arm, and a 250-pm Si
surface barrier detector mounted immediately behind the
second MCP. Time-of-flight measurements between the
first and second MCP's, and between the first MCP and
the Si detector were made and used with the energy mea-
surement of the Si detector to establish mass
identification.

In the measurements at 309, 397, and 452 MeV the
beam was incident on a self-supporting (200 p,glcm ) 'Si
target mounted in the ATLAS 91 cm scattering chamber.
Mass identification of the reaction products was obtained
with the use of two TOF detectors. The first TOF arm
consisted of a MCP detector to provide the start signal
and a hE ESi te—lescope to obtain the stop signal (b,E)
and full energy (hE+E) of each particle. The length of
the flight path was 89.8 cm and the resolution of the time
measurement was approximately 120 ps full width at half
maximum (FWHM). In the second TOF arm, a hE E-
Si telescope was again used to obtain the stop (bE)
and full energy ( hE +E) signals. However, mass
identification was achieved using the rf beam timing of
ATLAS. The length of the flight path was 65.6 cm and
the time resolution of the Si beam pulses was better
than 150 ps. An example of the mass resolution attained
is shown in Fig. 1. The ER's were stopped in the hE
detectors at all three energies and the E detectors were
used to measure the elastic scattering.

In both sets of measurements the beam direction was
established to within 0.05' from left and right measure-
ments of the elastic scattering of Si from a ' Au target
at small angles (3'—5'). In the measurements at the three
higher energies the relative angle between the two TOF
arms and the solid angles of the detectors were estab-
lished from elastic scattering of tandem energy Si (76.5
MeV) and ' Ni (79 MeV) beams from the ' Au target.
Both the Faraday cup beam integrator and a monitor
detector were used to establish the relative normalization
between different runs. The two normalizations were
found to be in agreement. Absolute cross sections were
determined by measuring the elastic scattering of 76.5
MeV Si ions from the Si target at 8~»=5' —30' and
comparing with the Mott scattering predictions. The
cross sections have been corrected for the efficiencies of
the MCP detectors.

The energy and time calibrations of the detectors were
obtained from the elastic scattering of Si ions from the

Au target, along with the 5.486 MeV alpha group from
an 'Am source. In the set of measurements performed
at higher bombarding energies, a Ni beam was also
used. Each measured fragment energy was corrected
event by event for energy losses in the target, channel
plate foil, gold layers on the fronts of the Si detectors,
and aluminum layer on the back of the AE detector when
applicable. Pulse-height defect corrections based upon
the method of Kaufman et al. were made for each of the
Si detectors. The scaling factor of the pulse-height defect
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FIG. 1. (a) Two-dimensional mass versus velocity spectrum
for ' Si+"Si at El»=397 MeV and 9l»=5'. (bj The corre-
sponding mass spectrum. A software gate on the energy was
used to exclude the elastic scattering from these spectra.

III. DATA ANALYSiS
AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The velocity spectra of the reaction products were used
to distinguish between ER yields and those arising from
other processes like deep inelastic and fusion fission.
They were also used to extract information about the rel-
ative contributions of CF and ICF. In this section we
discuss how the ER yields were identified and how they
were decomposed into CF and ICF contributions.

The difficulty in extracting the ER yields can be under-
stood upon an inspection of Fig. 1. Shown in this figure
is a two-dimensional mass versus velocity spectrum and a

correction was determined for each Si detector from the
pulse heights induced by the elastically scattered tandem
energy Si and Ni ions. Plasma decay corrections that
affect the timing signal obtained from Si detectors were
also applied to the data following the prescription of
Bohne et al.

The velocities of the reaction products measured at
174, 215, and 240 MeV were obtained from the MCP-
MCP TOF measurements. Those obtained at the three
higher bombarding energies were extracted using two
complimentary techniques: (1) by direct TOF measure-
ment corrected for plasma delay, and (2) using the mea-
sured energies corrected for pulse-height defect and ener-

gy losses along with the mass identification. Good agree-
ment between the two sets of velocity spectra was found.
The uncertainty in the velocity measurement of the ER's
is estimated to be +/ —0.025 cm/ns.
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one-dimensional mass spectrum taken at a bombarding
energy of 397 Mev and a laboratory angle of 5 . It is ob-
vious that at this energy there is not a distinct separation
between ER's and products from other reaction processes
as is the case at lower bombarding energy. For lower ER
masses there is clear evidence of a reaction component
that does not follow the average velocity of the center of
mass. This can be seen in Fig. 2, where the Galilean-
invariant velocity spectra [(l/v )d o /d 0 du] for masses
40 and 30 are shown. The velocity distribution for
A =40 is Gaussian and typical of what is observed for the
heavier masses. The velocity spectrum for A =30, on the
other hand, shows evidence of additional components.

To extract ER yields, the Galilean-invariant cross sec-
tions for the ER's are assumed to have a Gaussian shaped
distribution, with a possible broader width than expected
for CF due to the contribution from ICF. This assump-
tion is based on the behavior observed for the heavier ER
masses, where there is little ambiguity in the
identification, and on the results of calculations with the
statistical-model code PACE. In studies involving asym-
metric systems, the magnitude of the shift of the velocity
centroid with respect to that expected for CF is under-
stood to reflect the relative importance of ICF contribu-
tions. The shift is generally expressed in terms of the ra-
tio

u ~certroid/( c.m 'lab) ~

where V, is the center-of-mass velocity of the system
and O~,b is the laboratory angle at which the centroid is
observed. The velocity V, cos8„b is the average veloci-
ty expected for ER's produced in a CF reaction assuming
the evaporated light particles are emitted isotropically in

the frame of the compound nucleus. ' It has recently
been shown that anisotropic emission of the evaporated
particles produces small deviations from the simple
V, cos61I,b behavior, but the shapes for all practical pur-
poses remain Gaussian. For symmetric systems, one
would expect the presence of ICF contributions to appear
as a broadening of the velocity distributions rather than a
shift in the centroid. This is in fact exactly what is ob-
served in the present measurements at the three highest
energies as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. The ratios R„ex-
tracted from the 397 MeV data are shown in Fig. 3 plot-
ted as a function of (a) mass at 8&,b=5' and (b) angle for
mass 38. The solid horizontal lines are the results expect-
ed assuming isotropic emission of the evaporated light
particles and the dashed curves are the results of a PACE
calculation. The data are in good agreement with the
predictions. The widths (FWHM) of the velocity distri-
butions at E~,b=397 MeV, plotted as a function of (a)
mass at O„b=5' and (b) angle for mass 38, are shown in
Fig. 4. The pAcE calculation (solid curve) correctly pre-
dicts the trend of the mass and angle dependence of the
widths. However, the magnitude of the widths is under-
predicted indicating the presence of ICF processes. This
discrepancy between the observed and predicted widths
was found at the three highest bombarding energies, in-
creasing with the bombarding energy. At the three lower
bombarding energies studied the widths observed were in
basic agreement with the PACE predictions, indicative of
small or no ICF contributions.

The invariant ER cross sections for each mass were ex-
tracted for the reactions at the three lower bombarding
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FIG. 2. The Galilean-invariant velocity spectra observed for
masses 40 and 30 at El,b=397 MeV and O„b=S'. The curves
are the Gaussian fits to the data as described in the text. The
sharp cutoff at high velocity in the A =30 spectrum is the result
of a software gate on the energy to exclude the elastic scatter-
ing.

FIG. 3. The ratios R, = V„„„,d /( V, cosOI, b) extracted
from the 397 MeV data plotted as a function of (a) mass at
Ol,b= S and (b) angle for mass 38. The solid horizontal lines in-

dicate the results expected assuming isotropic emission of the
evaporated light particles and the dashed curves are the results
of pAcE calculations.
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FIG. 4. The widths (FWHM) of the velocity distributions at
E„~=397 MeV plotted as a function of (a) mass at 8~,&=5' and
(b) angle for mass 38. The solid lines represent the predictions
of the code FAcE.

energies by identification of yields associated with the ob-
served Gaussian shaped velocity distributions. At these
energies the procedure was straightforward with little
ambiguity except for the lighter ER masses at back an-

gles, where contributions to the cross section were small.
The invariant ER cross sections for the reactions at the
three higher bombarding energies were determined for
each mass using a Gaussian shaped velocity distribution
with the centroid predicted by PACE and a width allowed
to vary smoothly with mass. The mass dependence of the
width was established by fitting the heavier masses. For
the heavier masses, such as 3=40 at E,»=397 and
8„~=5', whose velocity spectrum is shown in Fig. 2, this
procedure was straightforward and yields were obtained
with relatively small uncertainties. For the lighter
masses, larger uncertainties are associated with this pro-
cedure. Because of the presence of deep inelastic and
fission components in the velocity spectra of these lighter
masses, it is sometimes difficult to identify a Gaussian
component and, even when a Gaussian component is ap-
parent, it is difFicult to estimate the "background" contri-
butions. In these cases, the yields were extracted by ad-
justing the amplitude of the Gaussian to the maximum
value consistent with the data. An example of this is
shown in Fig. 2 for 3=30 at E„&=397 MeV and

0~» =5 . These yields are considered to be maximum lim-
its on the ER yields. It was not clear from the data how
far down to lower masses this procedure should be car-
ried. Therefore, we chose to include those masses that
together correspond to 99% of the PACE predicted mass
distribution. Statistical model calculations for ICF pro-
cesses yield mass distributions that are only slightly shift-
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FIG. 5. Angle-integrated evaporation-residue (ER) and
complete-fusion evaporation-residue (CFER) mass distributions
compared with the pAcE predictions.

ed to lower masses indicating that this is a reasonable
procedure. The angle-integrated ER mass distributions
for the three highest energies are shown in Fig. 5. In Fig.
6 are shown the angular distributions of the total ER
cross sections extracted at the six bombarding energies
studied.

Once the ER yields were identified they were decom-
posed into CF and ICF contributions. For the three
lower bombarding energies the predicted widths of the
velocity distributions are similar enough to those ob-
served that no attempt was made to decompose the distri-
butions. At the three higher energies the decomposition
was accomplished by fitting the ER component of the ve-
locity spectrum for each mass with the sum of three
Gaussians as shown in Fig. 2 for A =40 and 30 at
E~,&

=39'7 MeV and Ol»=5'. The middle Gaussian is as-
sumed to be the CF component, while the outer two
Gaussians represent the ICF contributions. In the fitting
procedure, the centroid of the middle Gaussian and the
widths of all three were fixed, while the amplitude of all
three and the position of the outer two were varied to fit
the data. The values for the centroid and width of the
CF Gaussian were taken from the PACE predictions. The
widths of the ICF components were assumed to be equal
to that of the CF component. The further constraint that
the position of the outer Gaussians be symmetric about
the position of the middle Gaussian was also applied.
Statistical-model calculations for ICF processes in which
it is assumed that a preequilibrium a particle escapes
from either the projectile or the target indicate that these
assumptions are reasonable. The angle-integrated CF
mass distributions are compared to those of the ER's and
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TABLE I. Experimental cross sections.

oFR Imb)

852+/ —85
788+/ —78
708+/ —70
685+/ —103
525+/ —79
372+/ —56

o cF/R ~mb~

852+/ —85
788+/ —78
708+/ —70
470+ / —94
326+/ —65
229+/ —46

(using a smooth extrapolation at the two angular ex-
tremes), are listed in Table I. The cross sections listed for
the three higher bombarding energies must be considered
to be upper limits. The uncertainty in the absolute ER
cross sections at the three lower energies arise from
counting statistics, uncertainties in the absolute normali-
zation, and extrapolations out of the measured angular
ranges. In addition to these, the errors given for the ER
cross sections at the three higher energies include uncer-
tainties in the procedure used to extract the yields for the
lighter masses. The errors associated with the CF cross
sections at the higher energies also include uncertainties
due to the fitting procedure.
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FIG. 7. The total evaporation-residue (squares) and
complete-fusion (diamonds) angular distributions resulting from
the decomposition of the velocity spectra at the three higher en-
ergies. The solid curves are pAcE predictions normalized to the
most forward angle data points.

the PACE predictions in Fig. 5. The summed angular dis-
tributions for the ER yields (squares) and the CF yields
(diamonds) obtained using the procedures described ear-
lier are presented in Fig. 7.

The total ER cross sections and the total CFER cross
sections, found by integrating the angular distributions

IV. DISCUSSION

The solid curves in Fig. 7 are the CFER angular distri-
butions predicted by PACE and normalized to the data at
forward angles. As can be seen, the measured angular
distributions are broader and peak at a larger angle than
the predictions. In an attempt to understand the origin
of this discrepancy, the angular distributions of the indi-
vidual mass residues were studied. It was found that the
heavy residue masses were fairly well predicted by the
PACE calculations over the entire angular range. Howev-
er, discrepancies between the experimental and predicted
angular distributions begin to appear for the lighter resi-
due masses and become more evident as the residue mass
decreases. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the extract-
ed and calculated CFER angular distributions for A =45,
40, and 35 at EI,b =397 MeV are compared. A disagree-
ment between the data and the predictions of CF eva-
poration calculations also exists in the mass distributions
as shown in Fig. 5. The PACE predicted mass distribution
is shifted to larger mass with respect to the extracted
CF mass distribution. These observations are consistent
with those of a very recent study of ' 0+ Ca at
E~,b(' O)=214 MeV. There it was suggested that these
discrepancies between the experiment and predictions are
due to the inability of the evaporation codes to include
the emission of heavy particles. Heavy particle evapora-
tion could certainly produce a broadening in the angular
distributions of the lighter ER's and a shift in the mass
distributions. However, experimental verification will
have to await coincidence measurements. It should be
noted that the possibility cannot be ruled out that the
effects observed here may be due at least in part to
misidentification of the yields at larger angles for the
lighter masses.

The total CFER cross sections measured in the present
study are plotted along with previous lower-energy mea-
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surements"' in Fig. 9. The solid, dashed, and dot-
dashed curves shown in the figure are the predictions at
the critical distance, ' the surface friction, ' and the
proximity' fusion models, respectively. The experimen-
tal cross sections in the high-energy region are over-
predicted by all three of these entrance-channel models.
This discrepancy may reflect the fact that fission channels
are implicitly included in the model calculations, but not
in the data. The total fission cross section behavior for

Si+ Si has not been established. However, recent
studies of ' 0+ Ca (Refs. 6 and 16) and S+ Mg (Ref.
17), which form the same compound nucleus, have indi-
cated the presence of a substantial fission cross section.
In light of these results, one might expect a significant
fissipn crpss sectipn fpr Si+ Si at these energies. Coin-
cidence measurements are needed to determine if the
fission cross sections could indeed account for this
discrepancy. Another possible explanation for the
overprediction of the high-energy cross sections by the
entrance-channel models is that the ICF process may
compete with CF for the same partial waves. Therefore
these models, which assume that all partial waves that
reach some critical distance of approach lead to CF,
would overestimate the CF cross section at high born-
barding energy. Fusion cross sections for the Si+ Si
system have also been calculated by Bonche et al. ' and
Hong et al. ' in the framework of the time-dependent
Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approximation. However, the
falloff of the cross section at high energy in these calcula-
tions corresponds to the occurrence of a low-I window in
the fusion partial cross sections that has never been
verified experimentally.

For purposes of comparison, the CFER cross sections
for Si+ Si (Refs. 11 and 12), ' 0+ Ca (Refs. 6, 12,
and 20), and S+ Mg (Refs. 21 —23) are plotted as a
function of Z, Z2/E, in Fig. 10. It can be seen that all
three systems exhibit a very similar energy dependence.
This suggests a common limitation on the CFER cross
section that might be associated with the properties of
the Ni compound nucleus.

The critical angular momenta extracted from the ex-
perimental Si+ Si, S+ Mg, and ' 0+ Ca CFER
cross sections using the sharp cutoff approximation are
plotted versus the excitation energy of the Ni com-
pound nucleus in Fig. 11. There are three distinct re-
gions of this plot that can be associated with different
types of limitations of the CF cross sections. At low exci-
tation energies, the fusion cross section is determined by
the ability to penetrate the interaction barrier. In the in-
termediate excitation energy range (60&E' &90 MeV),
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90 & E & 140 MeV remains an open question.
The ratios of CF to total ER cross sections of

1.0(+0.0/ —0.14), 1.0(+0.0/ —0.14), 1.0(+0.0/ —0.14),
0.69(+/ —0.18), 0.62(+/ —0.16), and 0.61(+/ —0.15)
were obtained at E~,b=174, 215, 240, 309, 397, and 452
MeV, respectively. These appear to be consistent with
the systematic behavior observed by Morgenstern et aI.
This is illustrated in Fig. 12, where the observed trends
are shown along with the results of the recent ' 0+ Ca
measurements and the present work. A common onset
of incomplete fusion for systems with different mass
asymmetry in the entrance channel is found only when
the data are plotted as a function of the center-of-mass
velocity of the lighter reaction partner at contact, i.e.,

uL =[AH/( AH+ AL. )]u.t.

where AH and AL are the masses of the heavier and
lighter reaction partner, respectively. The relative veloci-
ty, ure~, is defined as

the fusion process for the three systems appears to be lim-
ited in a common way ' by the properties of the com-
pound nucleus. The dashed line shown in the figure is the
statistical yrast line calculated with r0=1.2 fm and
b, Q=10 MeV. The behavior of all three systems in the
intermediate excitation energy range is reproduced rather
well by this line. At higher excitation energies, more
severe limitations on the CF cross sections appear to
occur. It has been pointed out in a previous study that
both CF and ICF seem to be limited by fission competi-
tion. The solid vertical lines in Fig. 11 correspond to the
angular momenta at which the calculated fission barrier
of s Ni vanishes (BF=0 MeV) and at which it is approxi-
mately equal to the nucleon separation energy (BF=8
MeV), where one expects fission to become competitive.
These calculations were performed with the code of
Sierk. The critical angular momenta deduced in this
study for Si+ Si at the three lower energies agree with
those extracted for the S+ Mg system. As pointed
out earlier, these critical angular momenta are some-
what larger than expected based on the calculated
fission-barrier limits. Since the results for the ' 0+ Ca
system compare rather well with these fission-barrier lim-
its, it was suggested that further measurements were
needed to determine whether the observed differences
reAect an entrance-channel dependence or the presence of
ICF processes, whose contributions to the ER's have
been misidentified in the symmetric systems. In this
work for 2sSi+2sSi, as in the study of S+ Mg, no
clear evidence of significant ICF processes is observed at
bombarding energies corresponding to the excitation en-
ergy range 90 &E' & 140 MeV in the Ni compound nu-
cleus. On the other hand, the extracted upper limits for
the critical angular momenta deduced here for Si+ Si
at E')150 MeV agree with the ' 0+ Ca result and
are somewhat consistent with the calculated fission-
barrier limits. The reason for the difference in the ex-
tracted critical angular momenta for symmetric and
asymmetric systems in the excitation energy range

where E, and Vz are the center-of-mass kinetic and
Coulomb energies, respectively, and p is the reduced
mass. Morgenstern suggested that this behavior may in-
dicate that ICF processes are associated with reactions in
which the vector coupling of the Fermi motion of the in-
dividual nucleons with the relative motion of the interact-
ing nuclei produce nucleons with sufficient velocity to es-
cape.

The widths of the velocity distributions observed in
this study at bombarding energies of 309 and 397 MeV
are quite consistent with those reported recently for

Si+ Si at E„b= 47 MeV. In that study, an analysis
of the first moment of the invariant velocity distributions
was performed to obtain a value of the average missing
momentum that lies between 2.5% and 3.5'. The num-
ber of preequilibrium nucleons responsible for this miss-
ing momentum can be estimated ' under the assumption
that they are emitted along the beam axis with the veloci-
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FIG. 12. The ratio of complete-fusion cross section to total
evaporation-residue cross section as a function of the velocity of
the lighter nucleus VL /c. The curves represent the trends from
Ref. 5 and the data for ' 0 and "Si projectiles are from Ref. 6
and the present work, respectively.
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ty of the projectile and is found to be approximately 1.5
nucleons. This number should be compared with 2.5
preequilibrium nucleons estimated from the average ve-
locity deficit observed in the ' 0+ Ca reaction at
E„b(' 0)=214 MeV, which is at the same relative veloci-

ty at the moment of contact. The comparison supports
the systematics of Morgenstern et a/. , which suggest
that ICF is more likely for an asymmetric system than a
symmetric system at the same relative velocity. It has
been suggested that this is a result of the ICF contribu-
tion appearing in the fission channels for the symmetric
systems and the ER channel for the asymmetric systems.

V. SUMMARY

Evaporation-residue-like fragments produced in the in-
teraction of Si with Si at bombarding energies of 174,
215, 240, 309, 397, and 452 MeV have been studied using
pulsed beams obtained from the ANL ATLAS facility.
Time-of-flight techniques enabled the extraction of the
velocity distributions of the resolved ER mass groups.
The width of these distributions compared to the predic-
tions of statistical-model calculations indicate the pres-
ence of significant ICF processes at the three higher ener-
gies. For the three lower energies, there is no clear evi-
dence from the widths of the velocity spectra for ICF
contributions. The velocity spectra were used to separate
the CF and ICF components with the aid of
evaporation-code calculations. Complete angular distri-
butions for ER's were obtained at all six energies and for
yields consistent with CF at the three higher energies.

The CF angular distributions at the three higher ener-
gies are broader and peak at a larger angle than
evaporation-code predictions. Also, the predicted mass
distributions are shifted to higher mass than the experi-

mental distributions. Similar observations have been
made in an early study and are interpreted as evidence
for the presence of heavy particle evaporation or very
mass-asymmetric fission.

The total CFER cross sections extracted at the three
lower bombarding energies agree with those measured
previously for the S+ Mg system in the compound nu-
cleus excitation energy range 90 & E' & 140 MeV. These
cross sections are somewhat larger than those reported
recently for the ' 0+ Ca system in the same excitation
energy range. They are also larger than expected based
on recent fission-barrier calculations. The upper limits of
the CFER cross sections at the three higher energies, on
the other hand, are consistent with the ' 0+ Ca result
at compound nucleus excitation energies above 150 MeV.
Further measurements are needed to establish the
fusion-fission cross section behavior as a function of ener-

gy for all three systems in order to better understand the
limitations imposed on the CF process.

The ratios of CF to total ER cross sections and the
widths of the velocity distributions obtained in this study
appear to be consistent with previously established sys-
tematics that argue for an entrance-channel mass-
asymmetry dependence of the ICF process. However, ad-
ditional experiments, particularly coincidence measure-
ments, need to be performed to verify this behavior.
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